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Disk Instability Mechanism (DIM)  
• Key to the demographics and evolution of transient LMXBs.

• Quiescence: Ṁdisk < Ṁ*  so material piles up in the disk, and accretion onto 

compact object is very low.

• As disk gets denser and heats up, a threshold is passed (generally 
associated with ionization) and the viscosity greatly increases, leading to 
much greater Ṁdisk .  

• Outburst: Disk ”flushes” onto the accreting object.

• Complexities
• Irradiation
• Non-disk accretion flows
• Propagation of heating and cooling flows



SMARTS ANDICAM Observations
• Optical+IR imager
• Optimized for queue observing
• 1998-2002 on Yale 1m
• 2003-present on 2MASS 1.3m

    LMXB Observations
• Near nightly observations:

• A0620-00
• GRO J1655-40
• GX 339-4 - Buxton+ 2012
• GRS 1915+105 (K only) – Neal+ 2007
• 4U1543-47
• SAX 1819-2525 (V4641 Sgr) - MacDonald+ 2014
• GRS 1124-68 (Nova Mus ‘91) – Wu+ 2016
• Neutron stars: Aql X-1, Cen X-4  



A0620-00 20 year light curve
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“passive” state

“active” state
(Cantrell+ 2010)



A0620-00 20 year folded light curve
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A0620-00 20 year folded light curve

Pure ellipsoidal model
Cantrell et al. 2010
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A0620-00 20 year folded light curve:
Total flux



A0620-00 20 year folded light curve:
Non-ellipsoidal flux
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A0620-00 20 year folded light curve

Pure ellipsoidal model
Cantrell et al. 2010



A0620-00 20 year folded light curve

Pure ellipsoidal model
Cantrell et al. 2010



A0620-00 color-brightness

Total flux

Non-ellipsoidal flux

• Star redder than 
non-ellipsoidal flux

• Non-ellipsoidal flux 
is redder when 
brighter.



A0620-00 color-brightness

Total flux

Non-ellipsoidal flux

• Star redder than 
non-ellipsoidal flux

• Non-ellipsoidal flux 
is redder when 
brighter.

• Non-ellipsoidal flux 
likely non-thermal

• Activity in the active 
quiescent state 
possibly from jet…

• Known to have short 
timescales



Jets in A0620 in quiescence
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Figure3. Radio and X-ray luminosities of black hole X-ray
binaries in the hard and quiescent state, highlighting A0620-
00 observations in 2013 December (triangle) and 2005 August
(square). Data points for other black holes include GX 339-
4 (Corbel etal. 2013), V404 Cyg (Corbel etal. 2008; Ranaetal.
2016; Plotkinetal. 2017), H1743-322 (Coriatetal. 2011), XTE
J1118+480 (Galloetal. 2014), and somequiescent sources froma
deepradiosurvey(Miller-Jonesetal. 2011). Thesolidlineisdrawn
toindicatethestandardtrack(LR∝ L0.62X ,Corbel etal.2013). All ra-
dioluminositiesarecalculatedbyassumingaflatradiospectrumup
to8.5GHz (i.e., LR =4πd2νSν ). Theradio luminosity of the2013
dataiscalculatedusingtheinterpolatedfluxdensityat8.5GHz(see
Section3.2).

Table2. Measuredradiofluxdensitiesof A0620-00

Central Frequency Bandwidth FluxDensity

(GHz) (GHz) (µJybeam−1)

5.25 1 22.3±4.8

7.45 1 18.9±5.3

22.00 8 53.6±5.0

3.3. LimitsontheIntra-nightRadioandX-RayVariability

We searched for intra-night variability in our VLA and
Chandraobservations. Examiningthe22GHz data, wefind
marginal evidence for a change in radio flux. The22GHz
datawasobtainedin twoobservingwindows, from04:27to
06:18UT and07:00 to 08:50UT. Splitting each of theob-
servingwindows into two equal timebins, wedetected the
sourceat50±10µJy beam−1 and44± 11µJy beam−1 dur-
ing thefirst observingwindow, and55± 9µJy beam−1 and
80±10µJybeam−1 inthesecondobservingwindow. Given
thelargeerror bars, aconstantsourcecannotberuledoutat

the2σ level, but it is probable that the radio flux varies on
atimescaleof hours - shorter timescalescannotbeexplored
given the low flux levels. Theother two radio bands have
< 5σ detections for the entire observation, so subdividing
them in time yields no useful information. In order to in-
vestigatetheX-rayvariability duringtheradioobservations,
weextracted abackground-subtractedsource light curve in
the0.5-7keV bandwith timebinsof 3600s. Wefoundthat
theerrors on the count rates aregreater than thebin-to-bin
variability. Thefractional errorsonthecount ratesare15%,
hencewearenot able to detect any variability smaller than
15%onhour timescales.

3.4. O/NIRFluxes

O/NIR magnitudes of A0620-00 were significantly vari-
able in all our observing bands on the night of our Chan-
dra/VLA observations. Comparing therangesof VIH mag-
nitudestoFig2inCantrell etal. (2008), weidentifyA0620-
00 as being in the active state, where theO/NIR emission
shows enhanced non-stellar emission. The O/NIR light is
not straightforwardto interpret, as it containsemissionfrom
several differentsources in thesystem. Inquiescentsystems
suchas this, thecompanionstar providesasubstantial frac-
tion of theO/NIR but therearealso contributions fromthe
accretionflow, andpossibly fromthe jet aswell. In there-
mainder of this section we consider how to separate these
components.

3.4.1. Stellar andNon-stellar Light

The problemof separating the companion star from the
other light inthesystemhasbeenaddressedinthecontextof
measuringtheellipsoidal variationsgeneratedbythechanges
inthegeometriccross-sectionof thecompanionstarwithor-
bital phase. In thecaseof A0620-00, this hasbeendonein
somedetail byCantrell etal. (2010). Theyusedmanydiffer-
ent orbital light curves to determinea consistentmodel for
the orbital elements and the companion star, which arenot
expectedtochangewithtime, togetherwithavariablecom-
ponent associatedwith theaccretionflow. Wefollowed this
approach by removing thestellar flux fromthe total flux in
all observingbands. Inquiescence, thisremoval processhad
totakeintoaccountthephase-dependentchangeof thestellar
emission.
We made use of the VIH-band stellar light curves of

A0620-00 presented in Cantrell etal. (2010). First, we
foldedour light curvesonthesameperiod(P=0.323014d)
and ephemeris (T0 =2454084.85635 JD) as that used by
Cantrell etal. (2010) and then subtracted the stellar fluxes
fromour measurements. The stellar flux in theBJK bands
was not derived in Cantrell etal. (2010). For these bands,
first we interpolated the model stellar light curve in the
VIH bands to theBJK bands using the intrinsic colors of a
K5V star (Bessell & Brett 1988) and then subtracted these
transformed fluxes from the total BJK fluxes. The phase-

Dincer+ 2018



Conclusions thus far… 

• O/IR activity generally increases during quiescence
• Frequency and intensity of quiescent “active” phase increase
• Significant night-to-night changes in non-ellipsoidal activity 
• Stochastic overall activity level changes on annual timescales
• Clear trend on decadal timescales

• Orbital signature of non-ellipsoidal flux can show dramatic changes
• Non-ellipsoidal flux trends redder when brighter – likely dominated by 

non-thermal emission
• Hypothesis: several light sources contribute to non-ellipsoidal light

• Disk (traditional interpretation)
• Irradiation of secondary??
• Much activity likely due to non-thermal (“jet”) emission
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